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Instruction spring card triple
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tulip card

flower border cardS
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General stuff needed for all cards: 
- linenpaper with stripes, www.bagsnstyle.de
- free artwork with bird or tulip and letters „Einladung“ Vogel for free download under 
  http://bagsnstyle.blogspot.com/p/freebees.html
- scissors, cutter, ruler or paper cutting machine, glue, glue stick or double sided tape, 
  white or coloured printing paper as inlet
- eventually scor-pal, www.stempelshop-creativ.de
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Card with flower border
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flower border cardS
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You need:

The following stampin‘ up! products from the 2011/2012 catalogue are needed, which can 
be bought via www.papieriges.de:

- dotted paper in green, red or rose „Patterns Designer Series Paper Stack“
- Punch „Lace Ribbon Border“
- Punch „Scallop Circle (2 3/8“)“
- Punch „Corner“
- 3 Rhinestone Brads „Clear“
- eventually „Sticky Stripe“

To do:
1. Cut the A4 paper using a cutter oder cutting machine to A5 (21cm x 14.85cm) into half 
    halbieren, fold into half and punch the corners with the corner punch, take care that the
    linen structure faces to the outside.
2. Use the punch „Lace Ribbon Border“ to punch a stripe of dotted paper and glue it as per 
    picture, approox 2cm distance to the right edge onto the card. Trim ends along the edge. 
3. Download and print out the free artwork and punch the respectiv motiv using the punch
    „Scallop Circle“. Glue it as per pic in approx. 3cm distance to the lower edge onto the card.
4. Glue 3 Rhinestone Brads medium size onto the border.
5. Finally cut a printing paper to A5, fold it into half and shorten it at the edges by 2-3mm and
    punch the corners with the corner punch so that this inlet is not visible later outside 
    the card.
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Card with ribbon „tulips“

You need:

- 15cm ribbon tulips, www.bagsnstyle.de
- Punch “large doily lace trim” by Martha Stewart, www.stempelshop-creativ.de

The following stampin‘ up! products from the 2011/2012 catalogue are needed, which can 
be bought via www.papieriges.de:

- dotted paper in green or rose „Patterns Designer Series Paper Stack“
- Punch „Scallop Circle (2 3/8“)“
- Punch „Corner“
- „Sticky Stripe“

To do:
1. Cut the A4 paper using a cutter oder cutting machine to 21cm x 10.5cm, fold into half 
    and punch the corners with the corner punch, take care that the linen structure faces 
    to the outside.
2. Use the punch “large doily lace trim” to punch a stripe of dotted paper and shorten it 
    to 10.4cm.
3. Glue the tulip ribbon on the centre of the doily border using the sticky stripe and fold
    the ends of the webbing to the back (around the edges of the border) and stick them on 
    as well. dabei die Enden.
4. Glue the border including the webbing as per picture in 1cm distance to the lower edge
    onto the card.
5. Download and print out the free artwork and punch the respectiv motiv using the punch
    „Scallop Circle“. Glue it as per picture onto the card.
6. Finally cut a printing paper to 20.5cm x 10cm, fold it into half and punch the corners 
    with the corner punch so that this inlet is not visible later outside the card.
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tulip card
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Invitation with ribbon „birds' wedding“

You need:

- 20cm ribbon „birds' wedding“, www.bagsnstyle.de
- Punch “heart lace” by Martha Stewart, www.stempelshop-creativ.de
- punch scallop circle 5/8inch, 16mm, www.megahobby.de
- 1 sheet A5 or A4 white cardstock

The following stampin‘ up! products from the 2011/2012 catalogue are needed, which can 
be bought via www.papieriges.de:

- „Sticky Stripe“
- 9 Stampin‘ Dimensionals, double sided adhesive foam dots

To do:
1. Cut the A4 paper using a cutter oder cutting machine to 29.7cm x 14.85cm, fold into half 
    and punch the corners with the corner punch, take care that the linen structure faces 
    to the outside.
2. Cut two 2.5cm wide stripes off the white cardstock and punch one edge each using the 
    punch “heart lace”. Diese auf 14,7cm kürzen. Take care that the stripes are identical 
    so that the hearts will be adverse on the finished card. 
3. Use the sticky stripes and glue one heart border each at the upper and lower edge of 
    the birds' wedding ribbon. Fold back the ends of the ribbon around the edges of the border
    and glue them on. 
4. Glue the border including ribbon as per the picture with 2cm distance to the lower edge 
    onto the card.
5. Download and print out the free artwork and punch the letters using the 5/8 inch scallop
    circle punch. Glue the double sided foam dots onto the backside of the letters and glue
    these as per the picture closely next to each other and in 5mm distance to the border 
    onto the card.
6. Finally cut a printing paper to 29cm x 14.5cm, fold it into half and punch the corners 
    with the corner punch so that this inlet is not visible later outside the card.

invitation
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